In this paper we construct the prolongation of a linear connection F on a manifold M to the bundle space F M of i t s frame bundle, and show that such prolongated connection coincides with the so-called complete l i f t of F to |H .
Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to construct the prolongation of a linear connection on a manifold M to the bundle space F M of the frame bundle of M . To do t h i s , we use Morimoto's general theory of prolongations to tangential fibre bundles of p -jets of M [6] particularized when r = 1 , as well as some result stated in [2] .
In §1, we briefly recall some results which will be used in the remaining sections. In §2, the prolongation of a connection on a principal fibre bundle P to the principal bundle J P of p -jets of P is constructed. In §3, we apply the results in §2 for the case of linear connections and construct the prolongation F to F M of a linear connection F on M , proving moreover that F coincides with the socalled complete l i f t F of F defined by Mok in [5] . Finally, in §U we
show that connections adapted to 6-structures on M prolongate to connections adapted to the corresponding prolongations of these Gstructures introduced in [2] .
In this paper all manifolds and mappings are assumed to be differentiable of class C , entries of matrices are written as a.. , v 3 being the row index and j the column index, and summation over repeated index is always implied.
Preliminaries
Let M be an M-dimensional manifold, Jf the Euclidean p-space and J M t h e s e t of 1-jets at 0 € if of a l l differentiable mappings On J M there exists a structure of (n+pn)-dimensional manifold, canonically induced from t h e manifold structure of M , which i s given as follows: l e t (U, X ) be a coordinate system in M , U being the coordinate neighborhood and |X } the coordinate functions on U ; then, on J U = ir~ (U) we define a family of coordinate functions j x \ xM by s e t t i n g ( l < £ < w , l < o t 5 p ) for any j [£) € J U and where f-t , . . . , &} P are the canonical coordinate functions on R . Then P D^» x > x a i s a coordinate system in J U which will be said to be induced by (U, X ) i n M .
denote the map canonically induced by h and given bŷ Let G be a Lie group; then J G has also a Lie group s t r u c t u r e , i t s product being defined as follows: for any / ()$) , j (g) € J G ,
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The unit element e of J G P P is then the 1-jet at 0 € ir of the constant map from if into the unit element e of G • Next, we shall recall some results to be used l a t e r . 
where r\ : U x 6 -»• G i s the canonical projection.
., given by
*. 1] -(i)
that is, with respect to the coordinates above j is expressed by We remark t h a t , for p = 1 , u> coincides with the connection tangential to w due to Kobayashi ( [ 3 ] , p. 152), also obtained by Morimoto in [7] .
Prolongation of linear connections to the frame bundle
In this section we apply the result in the previous section to the linear connections on a manifold. where J and 0 denote the unit matrix and the zero matrix, respectively. Therefore 
Prolongation of connections adapted to 6-structures
We begin this section proving a lemma. to J V is reducible to the prolongation to of to to 3 P .
Proof. Let jj : P ->• P' be the injective homomorphism of principal bundles which yields the reduction of G' to G , and denote also by (J : G ->• G' the corresponding Lie group homomorphism. Then a straightforward computation shows that the induced bundle homomorphism + TJ-'-G J^TG' P TJ-'-G' P P P which implies t h a t <o' i s reducible to w . # Let G be a Lie subgroup of Gl(n) and denote G = j J G c Glfn+w ) . Assume that P(M, ir, G) i s a reduced bundle of t h e frame bundle FM(M, IT,., Gl(n)) of M , n = dim M , t h a t i s P is a G-structure on M . In [2] we have defined the prolongation of the G-structure P on M t o a G-structure P on £M as follows: we consider the i n j e c t i v e bundle homomorphism -t : J^P -»• J^M induced by i. : P -»• £M and define P = As usually, we say t h a t a linear connection T on M i s adapted to t h e G-structure P(M, IT, G) on M i f T i s reducible to a connection on P . Then, taking into account Lemma U.I and the r e s u l t s in the previous s e c t i o n , we easily deduce 
